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Protein redox is responsible for many crucial biological pro-
cesses; thus, the ability to modulate the redox proteins through
external stimuli presents a unique opportunity to attune the
system. In this work, we present the acousto-nanodevice that
is capable of oxidizing redox protein under ultrasonic irradiation
via surface-engineered barium titanate (BTO) nanoparticles with
gold half-coating. Using cytochrome c as the model protein,
we demonstrate nanodevice-mediated protein oxidation. Based
on our experimental observations, we reveal that the electron
transfer occurs in one direction due to the alternating electrical
polarization of BTO under ultrasound. Such unique unidirectional
electron transfer is enabled by modulating the work function of
the gold surface with respect to the redox center. The new class
of ultrasonically powered nano-sized protein redox agents could
be a modulator for biological processes with high selectivity and
deeper treating sites.

Redox reactions in proteins, governed by the electron trans-
fer,1–3 are at the center of the protein functionality and stabil-
ity as they govern many crucial life-sustaining functions, includ-
ing respiration,4 photosynthesis,5 metabolism,6 and cell apop-
tosis.7,8 Moreover, the conformation and aggregation behaviors
of proteins that determine the protein stability and influence the
development of protein misfolding diseases, such as Alzheimer’s
or Parkinson’s diseases, as closely related to the protein redox
states.9,10 Thus, the ability to externally control the protein re-
dox states has great clinical implications as it may enable the
modulation of biological processes or protein conformation.11 For
example, it has been shown that the oxidation of cytochrome c,
which functions as an electron carrier in the respiratory chain, can
trigger cell apoptosis.12 Also, the oxidation of the amyloid beta
aggregates, a hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease, has been shown
to destabilize the aggregates both experimentally and theoreti-
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cally.13,14

The modulation and the characterization of the redox proteins
have, traditionally, been achieved by electrochemical methods,15

which has shown that the protein redox process is governed by
the electron transfer between the redox sites of the proteins and
the electrode.1–3 However, the need for the wiring of electrodes
makes the clinical translation using the electrochemical technique
challenging. For this reason, researchers have looked for alterna-
tive methods without the use of traditional electrodes. A suc-
cessful example is the optical interrogation of the redox state of
cytochrome c based on the electron transfer of the plasmonically
excited electrons to the heme site of the cytochrome c under light
illumination.16,17 On the other hand, the use of acoustics in pro-
tein redox has been relatively under-explored, despite the fact
that acoustics can readily address a key limitation of the optical
methods in biological systems in the limited penetration depth.

In this work, we present an ultrasonically excitable acousto-
nanodevice capable of modulating the protein redox states. Ul-
trasound, as the external stimulus for redox modulation, offers
a unique advantage in deep penetration depth in tissues without
the need for wiring. The acousto-nanodevice is asymmetrically
metalized barium titanate (BTO) nanoparticles (i.e., half-surface
metal coating), which allows the modulation of the electron en-
ergy under acoustic waves. Our experimental results demon-
strate that cytochrome c (cyt c) oxidation can be mediated by the
acousto-nanodevice under ultrasonic irradiation. The oxidation
mechanism is tentatively linked to the unidirectional direct elec-
tron transfer between the piezoelectric acousto-nanodevice and
the heme site of cytochrome c (cyt C).

Our acousto-nanodevice system for protein redox modulation
is composed of two parts: the ultrasound as the external con-
trol stimulus and the engineered piezoelectric nanoparticles that
directly interface with the protein. We chose ultrasound as the
controlling external stimulus for the protein redox because it of-
fers a deep penetration depth (in the order of centimeters) and
can be administrated safely.18–22

We first describe the experimental results of cyt c oxidation by
the acousto-nanodevice under external acoustic waves. We chose
cyt c as the model protein23 in this proof-of-concept study be-
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cause its structure and functionality are well-established in the
literature.24–26 The redox states of cyt c were monitored us-
ing UV-Vis absorption measurements, which reflects the oxida-
tion/reduction state of heme (Fe2+←−→ Fe3+) (Refer to Supple-
mentary Information for UV-Vis sample preparation and measure-
ment conditions).27 We prepared the acousto-nanodevice with a
gold half-coating for cyt c oxidation experiment, as the gold sur-
face provides an adsorption site for cyt c (direct chemisorption),
retaining its native electron transfer properties.28–30 (For the de-
tailed fabrication procedure of acousto-nanodevice, refer to Sup-
plementary Information Fig. S1.)

Fig. 1 Cytochrome c oxidation by acousto-nanodevice: (a) Schematic
illustration of cyt c oxidation by nanodevice. (b) UV-Vis spectrum
of oxidized and reduced cyt c (baseline) (inset shows the visual color
change due to oxidation of reduced cyt c upon its interaction with BTO-
Au nanoparticles in the presence of ultrasound). (c-d) UV-Vis spec-
trum showing cyt c oxidation mediated by acoustically triggered BTO-
Au nanoparticles and schematics depicting uni-directional charge transfer
from protein to BTO-Au, causing its oxidation. (e-f) UV-Vis spectrum
showing the absence of a reducing effect in cyt c by acoustically trig-
gered BTO-Au nanoparticles and its corresponding schematics depicting
no charge transfer from BTO-Au to protein.

Following the acousto-nanodevice preparation, we added a low
concentration of the acousto-nanodevice (in the order of 1 nM)
in a cuvet with 5 µM of reduced cyt c; the cuvet was then placed
in a large water tank, and a low-intensity ultrasound (∼ 150
mW/cm2) was applied for 30 minutes (Fig. 1a.). After the ul-
trasound irradiation, we observed the color change of cyt c from
light pink (reduced cyt c) to a light orange (oxidized cyt c), as
shown in Fig. 1b inset. UV-Vis absorption spectrum confirmed the
oxidation of cyt c. A blueshift of ∼ 5 nm around the soret region
(415 nm to 410 nm; Fig. 1c inset) was observed due to the oxi-

dation of heme (Fe2+ to Fe3+), suggesting an overall net electron
transfer from the reduced cyt c to the acousto-nanodevice (Fig.
1d). This results also agree to the reported absorption peaks of
oxidized (409 nm) and reduced cyt c (415 nm).27 In contrast,
there were no observable changes to the UV-Vis spectrum when
the same system (i.e., acousto-nanodevice under ultrasound) was
applied to the oxidized cyt c (Fig. 1e). The spectrum remained
largely unchanged from the reference oxidized cyt c (Fig. 1e),
suggesting that there are little electron transfers between oxi-
dized cyt c and the acousto-nanodevice (i.e., unidirectional elec-
tron transfer) (Fig. 1f).

To find out if the oxidation of reduced cyt c is indeed due to the
acousto-nanodevice under ultrasonic irradiation, we performed
three different control experiments, which illuminate the role of
the surface metal coating and the effect of ultrasonic irradiation.
The reduced cyt c was treated with 1) pristine BTO nanoparticles
(i.e., no surface metal coating) without sonication, 2) pristine
BTO nanoparticles with sonication, and 3) acousto-nanodevice
without sonication. The degree of oxidation was quantified by
the peak fitting of the UV-Vis spectra. We decomposed the peak by
according to the Beer-Lambert law: the overall UV-Vis absorbance
of the sample, A, is determined as below.

A = αox · cox · l +αred · cred · l

, where αox(= 0.09 µmol−1cm−1) and αred(= 0.13 µmol−1cm−1)
are the molar absorbance of oxidized and reduced cyt c obtained
from our reference samples (Fig. 1), cox and cred are the molar
concentration of oxidized and reduced cyt c, and l is an optical
path of cuvettes, l = 1 cm (refer to Supplementary Information
for peak fitting procedure). The peak decomposition of reduced
cyt c reference (Fig. S2) shows that the spectra are mostly com-
posed of the reduced cyt c-related peaks (green shade area) with
a contribution of oxidation (blue shaded area).

Fig. 2a-d shows the representative UV-Vis spectra of all exper-
imental groups (three controls and one test). While the spectra
of the three control groups (Fig. 2a-c) were largely the same as
the spectrum of reduced cyt c reference, the spectrum of the test
group (Fig. 2d) showed significant oxidation of cyt c; the in-
tensity of the soret peak at 415 nm decreases while the peak at
409 nm increases. For quantitative analysis of the oxidation ef-
fect caused by each group, we characterized the oxidation effects
of each group by tracking the concentration of the oxidized and
reduced cyt c.

The average change in the concentration of oxidized cyt c
(∆cox [µM]) following a 30-minute sonication of four indepen-
dent experiments is summarized in Fig. 2e. We tentatively
assign the large variation in the oxidation of the experimental
group (i.e., BTO-Au sonication in Fig. 2e) to the variation in
the acousto-nanodevice concentrations of the different batches.
Note that the collection efficiency of the acousto-nanodevice var-
ied from batch to batch, even though we fabricated the acousto-
nanodevice with the same procedure. Nevertheless, the experi-
mental group (acousto-nanodevice and sonication) showed sta-
tistical significance compared to all three sham control groups:
p-value was 0.009 for acousto-nanodevice without sonication,
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Fig. 2 Acoustically triggered protein redox: the underlying mechanism. Lorentzian fit for UV-Vis spectrum of (a) BTO-reduced cyt c ( no sonication)
(b) BTO-reduced cyt c (sonication) (c) BTO-Au-reduced cyt c (no sonication), and (d) BTO-Au-reduced cyt c (sonication). Except for BTO-Au-
reduced cyt c (sonication), there is no significant change in the degree of oxidation for other conjugates. (e) the average change in oxidation following
30 minutes of sonication (f) 2D graph showing the degree of oxidation with respect to time (obtained from Lorentzian fitting) between the sonicated
and non-sonicated conjugates of reduced cyt c. Error bars represent SD; n ≥ 4; p-Value was determined using a two-tailed T-test. NS: Not significant,
(*) p< 0.05, (**) p< 0.01

0.016 for pristine BTO without sonication, and 0.020 for pristine
BTO with sonication (refer to Supplementary Information for de-
tailed statistical analysis). The time evolution of the change in the
oxidized cyt c concentration is summarized in Fig. 2f; progressive
oxidation of the cyt c by the acousto-nanodevice occurred within
10 min of sonication. In addition, we note that the overall con-
centration of the cyt c (cox + cred remained constant throughout
the experiment).

In addition, we examined the stability of reduced cyt c in both
the presence and absence of ultrasound (Fig. S4). We observed
no detectable changes in the UV-Vis spectra were observed in the
presence/absence of sonication for an extended time. All exper-
iments were also maintained the pH and temperature, both of
which might affect the stability and redox of proteins. We used
phosphate-buffered saline (Sigma-Aldrich) to maintain a pH of
7.4. We also utilized a large volume of the water tank (20 L) and
a sufficiently low ultrasound intensity (150 mW/cm2) to ensure
that the thermal effects due to continuous ultrasound irradiation
to minimal; we monitored temperature during all experiments
(∆ T < 0.1 ◦C). Furthermore, we could exclude the surface plas-
monic effect at the metallic surface as a contributing factor to the
overall oxidation of cyt c since the ultrasonic excitation frequency
was 2.3 MHz, far below the typical plasmonic frequency in the
order of 1014 Hz31. We also performed an additional control ex-
periment by changing the surface metal to chromium, which we
observed no oxidation effect (Fig. S5). Thus, we conclude that
the plasmonic effect of the metallic surface is not a dominant fac-
tor. Moreover, the fact that there is no modulation of the oxida-

tion state of cyt c by BTO-Cr is indicative of the importance of the
metal’s work function in determining the redox control through
the acousto-nanodevice.

Based on the result presented in Fig. 2, we now discuss the
mechanism of oxidation. Firstly, the fact that significant oxida-
tion was observed only by the acousto-nanodevice under ultra-
sonic irradiation indicates that both the externally applied ultra-
sound and the presence of gold half-coating are jointly responsi-
ble for the observed oxidation effect. Based on the observation,
we tentatively propose the following as the principle of acousto-
nanodevice-driven protein redox (Fig. 3a).

In our proposed model, the alternating electrical polarization
of BTO nanoparticles under the external ultrasound modulates
the work function of the half-coated metal (Fig. 3b). With an ap-
propriate selection of the metal work function, the electron trans-
fer between the acousto-nanodevice and the protein redox center
can only occur at a certain polarization, effectively achieving uni-
directional electron transfer.

Applying this principle to induce protein oxidation by the
acousto-nanodevice is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3c and
3d. The precondition to the protein oxidation by the acousto-
nanodevice is that the surface metal work function should
oscillate above and below the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) level of the protein redox center. In more detail,
we expect that when the polarization points toward the metal
surface, the metal work function is increased; if the resulting
band alignment is that the work function sits below the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the protein redox site,
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Fig. 3 Protein oxidation by acousto-nanodevice driven under external acoustics. (a) The work function of the surface metal of the acousto-nanodevice
oscillates under incoming acoustic waves, (b-c) a unidirectional electron transfer from protein to acousto-nanodevice is achieved because of the band
alignment between the surface metal and the HOMO/LUMO levels of the protein redox center

but above HOMO level, there is no electron transfer (Fig. 3c).
When the polarization points toward the non-metalized surface,
the metal work function can be lowered below the HOMO level,
allowing the acousto-nanodevice to extract an electron from
the protein. As a result, the band alignment is proposed to be
responsible for the unidirectional electron transfer from protein
to the acousto-nanodevice (Fig. 3d). Thus, under external
acoustic waves, the net effect of the oscillating work function
due to alternating electrical polarization results in net oxidation
effect on proteins. Similarly, protein reduction may also be
possible by selecting a metal whose work function is sufficiently
low (e.g., Al).

We presented the acousto-nanodevice capable of modulating
the redox state of a redox protein (i.e., reduced cyt c) under ul-
trasonic irradiation. The results clearly demonstrated that protein
oxidation occurs only when a half-surface gold-coated acousto-
nanodevice was activated by ultrasound. We also experimentally
confirmed that the acousto-nanodevice may be engineered to be
either an oxidation or reduction agent, depending on the types
of the surface metal. Based on the various sham controls, we
postulate the working mechanism of the acousto-nanodevice is
that the alternating electrical polarization of BTO nanoparticles
can tentatively modulate the work function of the metal, thereby
inducing unidirectional electron transfer from the protein redox
centers to the acousto-nanodevice. To our best knowledge, the
present work is the first demonstration of modulating the redox
state of proteins selectively by an ultrasonic-mediated acousto-
nanodevice. Provided the importance of the protein redox in bio-
logical processes, we look forward to the further development of
the acousto-nanodevice for targeting specific redox proteins for
external modulations, including both reduction/oxidation.
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